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We propose a discretization strategy for systems with axial symmetry. This strategy replaces the continuous
position coordinates by a discrete set of sensor points, on which the discrete wave fields transform covariantly
with the group of 2 3 2 symplectic matrices. We examine polar arrays of sensors (i.e., numbered by radius
and angle) and find the complete, orthonormal sets of discrete-waveguide Meixner functions; when the sensors
come closer together, these tend to the Laguerre eigenmodes of the continuous waveguide. In particular, the
fractional Hankel transforms are discretized in order to define the fractional Hankel–Meixner transforms and
similarly for all axis-symmetric linear optical maps. Coherent states appear in the discrete cylindrical wave-
guide. Covariant discretization leads to the same Wigner phase-space function for both the discrete and the
continuum cases. This reinforces a Lie-theoretical model for the phase space of discrete systems. © 2000
Optical Society of America [S0740-3232(00)01512-X]
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1. INTRODUCTION
We propose a strategy to discretize three-dimensional
(3D) paraxial optical systems: We match the transfor-
mations of the wave fields on a continuous screen, using
the same group of transformations of a wave matrix de-
fined on a two-dimensional (2D) array of sensor points.
This covariant discretization must, moreover, agree with
the requirement that, when the sensors come closer to-
gether (in a well-defined limit), the matrices of the dis-
crete systems will tend to the canonical integral trans-
form kernel of the continuous system.

The transformations that we consider are those pro-
duced by paraxial optical systems that are symmetric un-
der rotations about the optical axis, i.e., linear, symplectic
transformations of phase space that belong to the group
Sp(2, R). On continuous wave fields this group is repre-
sented by the radial canonical integral transforms studied
within the context of 2D quantum oscillators by Moshin-
sky et al.1 in 1972. The same group Sp(2, R) has infinite,
lower-bound matrix representations that have been stud-
ied by Bargmann2 and many others since 1947. The ma-
trix and the integral kernel are but two distinct subgroup-
reduced representations of the same linear optical
system. In this matrix representation the row index has
the interpretation of the discrete radial position coordi-
nate of a circle of sensors on the screen. Lastly, the dis-
cretization of the angular coordinate proceeds through
the well-known restriction from Fourier series on the
circle to finite Fourier series on an equally spaced subset
of points.

This paper is aimed at the fundamental problem of dis-
cretization, which is solved in an Sp(2, R)-covariant way.
In a previous paper,3 using SU(2) with a method not co-
incident with the present one, we discretized 2D paraxial
waveguide systems that have 1D screens. Oscillator
functions and coherent states of the continuum were put
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into correspondence with discrete and finite counterparts
involving Kravchuk functions.4,5 When we started tack-
ling the 3D case on 2D screens it was evident3 that a Car-
tesian separation of coordinates yields simply two inde-
pendent 1D discrete systems, on a Cartesian sensor array
such as that shown in Fig. 1(a). But it was also clear
that axially symmetric optical systems could be poorly
represented in the Cartesian scheme. An obvious choice
would be to place the sensors in a star pattern, such as
that shown in Fig. 1(b), with the same number of equidis-
tant sensors on a series of equally spaced concentric
circles. The fast finite Fourier transform could be per-
formed on each circle, and a (more difficult) discrete
Hankel-type transform could be performed among the ra-
dii (in acoustics, the Hankel part has been studied nu-
merically in Ref. 6). One problem with this simple star
sampling of functions on the plane is that it is not of ho-
mogeneous density; another problem is that it is difficult
to say how a simple linear axis-symmetric optical system
will transform the values of a given set of wave-field data
without going through ill-defined continua. Thus we set
as our objective to discretize the plane in polar coordi-
nates, using Lie algebras with a new optical interpreta-
tion. As we shall see, we solve both problems of the star
array with a covariant discretization of the plane into
sensor arrays such as that shown in Fig. 1(c).

In Section 2 we assemble known facts about radial ca-
nonical integral transforms, which represent the action of
axis-symmetric linear optical systems on the (generally
asymmetric) input wave field, in polar coordinates. In
particular, the Fourier transform decomposes into a Fou-
rier series of Hankel transforms of discrete order m re-
lated to the Petzval invariant (angular momentum) of the
partial wave field. Here the radial position and angle co-
ordinates are continuous, and the waveguide eigenfunc-
tions involve Laguerre functions of the square radius,
2000 Optical Society of America
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times angle-dependent phases. Section 3 lists the differ-
ential operators that generate free and waveguide evolu-
tion as well as Gaussian lens action. Among the genera-
tors we identify the square position and momentum
operators, as well as the waveguide Hamiltonian, whose
eigenvalues provide the continuous and the discrete coor-
dinates, respectively. Section 4 recalls results that were
obtained on the same group Sp(2, R) but that were repre-
sented by matrices that Bargmann called2 the discrete se-
ries of representations, Dk

1; we find that k 5 (1/2)(1
1 umu). The generators of discrete optical systems are
written as difference operators. The radial part of the
normal modes of discrete harmonic waveguides are the
Meixner functions previously studied in Ref. 7.

The radial part of 2D discrete systems can have a cen-
trifugal or Petzval core and a waveguide width (harmonic
potential strength); these two values determine the two
parameters of the Meixner functions. In Section 5 we de-
fine the Meixner transform as scaling to the continuum
limit. In particular, in Section 6 we study the fractional
Hankel–Meixner transform that discretizes the fractional
Hankel integral transforms. In Section 7 we put these
results back into the problem of the 2D polar-separated
array of sensors. Covariant discretization correctly re-
produces the coherent states that spiral along a wave-
guide, as shown in Section 8, and the linear canonical
transformations given in Section 9. In Section 10 we re-
flect on the meaning of the optical phase space and on the
ways to represent discrete beams through their Wigner
functions.

The subject of separation of (continuous) variables has
a rich literature.8 Separation of discrete coordinates
could be an interesting subject in which group-theoretical
considerations will play their role again. The limited
aim of this paper, however, is to apply classical represen-
tation theory of the group of 2 3 2 matrices to discretize

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional arrays of sensors admitting separation
in (a) Cartesian and (b), (c), polar coordinates, further character-
ized in the text. Arrays (a) and (c) exhibit a homogeneous den-
sity of sensors on the plane. The arrays considered in this paper
are of type (c).
the plane in polar coordinates and thus model discrete
(axis-symmetric, paraxial) optical systems. In conclud-
ing (Section 11), we recapitulate the results and offer
some avenues for application of the theory of 2 3 2 ma-
trices.

2. RADIAL CANONICAL INTEGRAL
TRANSFORMS
Our starting point is the group of linear symplectic (ca-
nonical) transformations in two coordinates of position
and their canonically conjugate momenta, Sp(4, R). This
group has ten parameters; it can be realized through
paraxial optical systems built only of astigmatic lenses
and free spaces.9 One subgroup reduction,

Sp~4, R! . Sp~2, R!x ^ Sp~2, R!y , (1)

occurs when all astigmatic lenses have aligned principal
axes, and it conveniently simplifies considerations to two
independent 2D optical systems along the x and the y
axes. (With a subindex we indicate the coordinate on
which the group acts, to avoid confusion.) The subgroup
reduction that we shall develop here is adapted to radial
and angular coordinates on the screens; it is

Sp~4, R! . SO~2 !u ^ Sp~2, R!r , (2)

where SO(2)u is the 1D group of rotations of the x –y
plane by u P S1 (the circle) and Sp(2, R)r is the symplec-
tic group in the radial coordinate r P R0

1 5 @0, `). The
latter group includes the Hankel fractional transforms
and quadratic phase factors produced by axially symmet-
ric paraxial optical systems.

The wave fields c(q) on the screen q P R2 need not be
axially symmetric, of course. Rather, when we express
the argument in polar coordinates,

qx 5 r cos u, qy 5 r sin u, r P R0
1, u P S1,

(3)

we can expand c(q) 5 c(r, u) into Fourier series in u as

Arc~r, u! 5
1

A2p
(

m52`

`

cm
H~r !eimu,

cm
H~r ! 5

1

A2p
E

S1
duArc~r, u!e2imu. (4)

The factor Ar is placed so that square-integrable wave
fields (over q P R2 with measure dqxdqy 5 rdrdu) map
to sequences of square-integrable functions cm

H(r), m
P Z (the integers), each belonging to a Hilbert space
L 2(R0

1) of square-integrable functions

~ f, c!L2 5 E
R0

1
drf~r !* c~r ! (5)

with respect to the measure dr.
As a prime example we consider the case of the 2D axis-

symmetric Fourier transform. This is an operator that
maps L2(R2) on itself unitarily; it is represented by the
well-known integral transform10,11

~F : c!~q! 5
1

2p
E

R2
dq8 exp~2iq • q8!c~q8!. (6)
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We express the wave fields and the integral kernel of Eq.
(6) in polar coordinates (3) by means of the generating
function

exp~iq • q8! 5 exp@irr8 cos~u 2 u8!#

5 (
mPZ

imJm~rr8!exp@im~u 2 u8!#, (7)

where Jm(x) are the Bessel functions of the first kind.
Then the Fourier transform decomposes as

~F : c!~r, u! 5 (
mPZ

eimu

A2pr
~2i !m~Hm : cm

H !~r !, (8)

namely, into the direct sum of Hankel transforms of inte-
ger order m—called helicity here—that act on the corre-
sponding partial wave fields f(r) 5 cm

H(r):

~Hm : f!~r ! 5 imS r

2p
D 1/2E

S1
due2imu~F : f!~r, u!

5 E
R0

1
dr8Hm

1 ~r, r8!f~r8!, (9)

Hm
1 ~r, r8! 5 Arr8Jm~rr8!, (10)

where we recall the property J2m(x) 5 (21)mJm(x)
5 Jm(2x). Finally, we can invert the 2D Fourier trans-
form (6) to find the partial-m wave fields, first integrating
over circles on the screen and then performing the inverse
Hankel transform of helicity m among the circles. The
Fourier transform thus unfolds the subgroup reduction
(2) into a Fourier series of Hankel transforms and sepa-
rates the screen into polar coordinates.8

Axis-symmetric optical systems are commonly repre-
sented (in geometric and Fourier optics) by 4 3 4 sym-
plectic matrices with 2 3 2 blocks that are multiples
a, b, c, d of the 2 3 2 unit matrix, and ad 2 bc 5 1.
They also have the 2D canonical integral transform rep-
resentation

@C~M! : c#~q! 5 E
R2

dq8CM~q, q8!c~q8!,

M 5 Fa b

c dG , (11)

CM~q, q8! 5
1

2pib
exp iS d

2b
uqu2

2
q8 • q

b
1

a

2b
uq8u2D . (12)

In particular, for H 5 @21
0

0
1#, we have C(H) 5 2iF.

Performing steps (6)–(10), we find the radial Sp(2, R)r
transform 1,12 of helicity m P Z by restricting Eq. (12) to
the subspaces of partial wave fields [Ref. 13, Eqs. (25)]:

@C~M! : c#~r, u! 5 (
mPZ

eimu

A2pr
@C~M!um : cm

H #~r !, (13)

@C~M!um : f #~r ! 5 E
R0

1
dr8CM

umu~r, r8!f~r8!, (14)
CM
umu~r, r8! 5

1

i umu11b
Arr8expS id

2b
r2DJ umuS rr8

b D
3 expS ia

2b
r82D . (15)

When c 5 0 and a 5 d 5 1, Eqs. (11)–(15) yield the 2D
Fresnel transform of free flight by the optical distance b.
When b → 0 the canonical integral transform becomes a
geometric transform (which reproduces images) with a
limit in the mean given by

FCFa 0

c a21GU
m

: fG ~r ! 5
~sign a !m

Auau
expS ic

2a
r2DfS r

uau D .

(16)

These elements include Gaussian thin lenses for a 5 d
5 1 and pure magnifiers by a factor of a 5 d21 for c
5 0.

The optical elements concatenate as their 2 3 2 matri-
ces multiply: From C(M1) 3 C(M2) 5 C(M1M2), when
the operator domain is restricted to the partial wave field
m, the radial canonical transform kernels (15) will satisfy

E
R0

1
dr8CM1

umu~r, r8!CM2

umu~r8, r9! 5 CM1M2

umu ~r, r9!. (17)

The unit is C(1) 5 1, but the second commuting element
is different in each subspace: C(21)um 5 (21)m1. Asso-
ciativity holds, and the inverse is C(M21) 5 @C(M)#21.
This group of operators is unitarily represented in
L2(R0

1), i.e., CM21
umu (r, r8) 5 CM

umu(r8, r)* . Moreover, the
representation labeled by m is irreducible; i.e., it cannot
be further decomposed into invariant subspaces. It is
important to point out that the (sometimes problematic)
metaplectic sign of Sp(4, R) does not enter here because
in axis-symmetric optical systems the two metaplectic
signs in the orthogonal x and y directions exactly cancel.

Again for the Fourier transform, H 5 @21
0

0
1#, and we

have CH
umu 5 (2i) umu11Hm

1 (r, r8), as given in Eq. (10).
This observation leads us to define the Hankel transforms
of fractional power a (counted modulo 4) and helicity (or-
der) m by

Hm
a 5 exp@i 1

2 p~ umu 1 1 !a#C~Ha!um ,

Ha 5 F cos 1
2 pa sin 1

2 pa

2sin 1
2 pa cos 1

2 pa
G , (18)

where we call Ha the fractional Hankel matrix. The
phase is chosen to match the classical form, as was done
in Ref. 3 for the fractional Fourier transform. The inte-
gral kernel of the fractional Hankel transform is thus

Hm
a ~r, r8! 5

1

sin ~p/2!a
Arr8 expF i

1

2
~r2 1 r82!

3 cot
p

2
aGJmF rr8

sin~p/2!a
G . (19)
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3. GENERATORS OF OPTICAL SYSTEMS
The circle of fractional Hankel transforms is a continuous
one-parameter Lie group: Hm

a1Hm
a2 5 Hm

a11a2, with pow-
ers a modulo 4. Considering a’s close to zero (the iden-
tity element), we can write the fractional Hankel trans-
forms (18) as hyperdifferential operators,

Hm
a 5 exp@i 1

2 p~ umu 1 1 !a#exp~2i 1
2 paĤm!, (20)

where we find the generator of the subgroup on f(r)
5 cm

H(r) through

lim
a→0

2i

pa
$@C~Ha!um 2 1# : f%~r !

5 Ĥmf~r !

5
1

2 F2
]2

]r2 1
m2 2 ~1/4!

r2 1 r2Gf~r !. (21)

The operator Ĥm in Eq. (21) is the evolution operator
for displacements along a waveguide of wave fields with
helicity m and is also the Hamiltonian of a 1D quantum
harmonic oscillator (of unit mass and spring constant)
plus a centrifugal potential core c/r2 of strength c
5 m22(1/4) [i.e., circular oscillator in polar coordinates
(see Ref. 14)]. Although in the waveguide model only in-
teger values of m are of interest, continuous c appears in
the quantum model. In particular, the zero-helicity opti-
cal wave fields m 5 0 correspond to quantum wave func-
tions of an oscillator with a weakly centripetal core c
5 2(1/4). [Indeed, 2(1/4) < c < (3/4) is known as the
exceptional interval of Sp(2, R) because it requires a
rather delicate functional analysis of self-adjoint exten-
sions of this second-order differential operator that we
will not reproduce here; it is detailed in Ref. 15]. In the
Hilbert space L2(R0

1) the spectrum (i.e., the set of eigen-
values) of Ĥm in Eqs. (21) is well known to be equally
spaced and bounded from below:

ĤmCm,n
H ~r ! 5 En

umuCm,n
H ~r !,

En
umu 5 2n 1 umu 1 1, n P Z0

1 5 $0, 1, 2,...%, (22)

with eigenfunctions of mode number n that are the La-
guerre functions of r2, and which depend only on the ab-
solute value of the helicity,

Cm,n
H ~r ! 5 F 2n!

~ umu 1 n !!G
1/2

e2r2/2r umu11/2Ln
umu~r2!. (23)

In Ref. 16 Ojeda-Castañeda and Noyola-Iglesias studied
the wave functions (23) as nondiffracting beams in a cy-
lindrical harmonic graded-index waveguide. [Notice that
in Ref. 7 a sign (21)n was used in the definition of Eq.
(23) because there it was important to agree with the
standard radial hydrogenic wave functions of Landau and
Lifshitz.17] Because of Eq. (20), these functions self-
reproduce under the fractional Hankel transform

~Hm
a : Cm,n

H !~r ! 5 exp@i 1
2 p~ umu 1 1 2 En

umu!a#Cm,n
H ~r !

5 exp~2ipna!Cm,n
H ~r !. (24)
The same limiting procedure, which led us to find the
generator Ĥm in Eq. (21) of the Hankel transform sub-
group (18), can be applied to other subgroups of
Sp(2, R)r . We establish uniform nomenclature through
the following relations:

exp@iuĴ0
~m !# 5 CF cos~u/2! 2sin~u/2!

sin~u/2! cos~u/2!
GU

m

⇒ Ĵ0
~m ! 5

1

4 F2
]2

]r2 1
m2 2 ~1/4!

r2 1 r2G ,

(25)

exp@ihĴ1
~m !# 5 CF cosh~h/2! 2sinh~h/2!

2sinh~h/2! cosh~h/2!
GU

m

⇒ Ĵ1
~m ! 5

1

4 F2
]2

]r2 1
m2 2 ~1/4!

r2 2 r2G ,

(26)

exp@izĴ2
~m !# 5 CF e2z/2 0

0 ez/2GU
m

⇒ Ĵ2
~m ! 5 2

i
2 S r

]

]r
1

1
2 D , (27)

and we also note the following linear combinations:

exp@ibĴ 1
~m !# 5 CF1 2b

0 1 GU
m

⇒ Ĵ 1
~m ! 5 Ĵ0

~m ! 1 Ĵ1
~m !

5
1

2 F2
]2

]r2 1
m2 2 ~1/4!

r2 G , (28)

exp@icĴ2
~m !# 5 CF1 0

c 1GU
m

⇒ Ĵ2
~m ! 5 Ĵ0

~m ! 2 Ĵ1
~m ! 5

1

2
r2.

(29)

Under commutation these operators are a vector basis for
the Lie algebra sp(2, R)r :

@ Ĵ0
~m ! , Ĵ1

~m !# 5 iĴ2
~m ! , @ Ĵ1

~m ! , Ĵ2
~m !# 5 2iĴ0

~m ! ,

@ Ĵ2
~m ! , Ĵ0

~m !# 5 iĴ1
~m ! . (30)

The quadratic invariant (Casimir) operator is essentially
the square helicity invariant (Petzval) of the wave field:

Ĵ ~m !2 5 Ĵ1
~m !2 1 Ĵ2

~m !2 2 Ĵ0
~m !2 5

1
2 ~1 2 m2! < 1

2 . (31)

The generators (25)–(29) will be the continuum limit of
the covariant discretization scheme of this paper. We es-
pecially point out two operators that will play an impor-
tant role in what follows: Ĵ0

(m) 5 (1/2)Ĥm (cf. the wave-
guide evolution Hamiltonian), which has a discrete,
lower-bound spectrum n 1 (1/2)(umu 1 1), n P Z0

1 ; and
Ĵ2

(m) , which is the operator that is diagonal in the canoni-
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cal transform representation and has a continuous spec-
trum r 5 (1/2)r2, r P R0

1 , and which we henceforth
identify with the one-half-square radius operator of posi-
tion on the screen. Its integrated group action on the
wave fields is that of a thin lens that impresses a Gauss-
ian radial phase factor exp(ig r2). There is also the Fou-
rier transform of Ĵ2 , namely, the free centrifugal Hamil-
tonian Ĵ1

(m) in relation (28) for wave fields of helicity umu;
its integral kernel (15) is the radial part of the 2D Fresnel
transform. Finally, among the generators listed above,
there are also the (one-half) radial repulsive waveguide
Hamiltonian in relation (26), and the scaling generator in
relation (27); their common spectrum is l P R.

4. DISCRETE REPRESENTATIONS OF
Sp(2, R)
The group of 2 3 2 matrices, representing axis-
symmetric optical systems, has a rich manifold of repre-
sentations. Following Bargmann’s traditional nomen-
clature,2 we shall refer to the discrete-series lower-bound
representations D1

k , which are unique in that J0 has a
lower bound on its (energy) eigenvalues. [The designa-
tion ‘‘discrete’’ for Dk

1 is historical but is rather inconve-
nient here, because we shall also work with discrete (but
distinct, i.e., denumerable) eigenbases; moreover, we may
allow for continuous values of m.] There are also the con-
tinuous representation series that are obtained by the
separation of 2D canonical transforms in hyperbolic
coordinates;18 these will not further concern us here.

The D1
k representations in a continuous basis are the

integral kernels (19) of Section 3; here we write them in a
discrete basis, quoting classical results.2 Henceforth we
reserve the letters m for helicity and k for the Bargmann
label, which in this optical waveguide model are related
by

umu 5 2k 2 1, k 5
1
2 ~ umu 1 1 ! P $ 1

2 , 1, 3
2 , 2,...%.

(32)

Using the Laguerre function basis (23) and the inner
product (5), we establish the following representation ma-
trices with rows and columns labeled by n, n8 P Z0

1 [cf.
Ref. 13, Eq. (3.22)]:
among hypergeometric functions of z, 1 2 z, and 1/z to
show that the representation of the Hankel matrix (18)
for u 5 (1/2)pa is

Dn,n8
k F cos u sin u

2sin u cos u
G 5 exp@22i~k 1 n !u#dn,n8 . (35)

While the axis-symmetric optical system M acts on (the
mth partial) continuous wave fields c(r) through the ra-
dial canonical integral transform [Eqs. (14) and (15)] of
helicity m, it will act in Dk

1 on a discrete wave field c(n),
n P Z0

1 , through

@C~M!uk : c#~n ! 5 (
n8PZ0

1

Dn,n8
k

~M!c~n8!, (36)

where uk 5 um and the D-matrix elements are as given in
Eqs. (33), (34), and (A1) (Appendix A). The fundamental
property of the matrices is to represent the group
Sp(2, R), i.e.,

(
n8PZ0

1

Dn,n8
k

~M1!Dn8,n9
k

~M2! 5 Dn,n9
k

~M1M2!. (37)

In these representations Dn,n8
k (61) 5 (61)2kdn,n8 [Eq.

(35) for u 5 p]; hence the half-integer Dk
1’s (m odd) corre-

spond to faithful representations of Sp(2, R), while the in-
teger Dk

1’s (m even) correspond to faithful representations
of SO(2, 1), the original group studied by Bargmann.
The Hilbert space here is l 2(Z0

1), the space of square-
summable sequences under the natural inner product

~ fH, cH! l 2 5 (
nPZ0

1

fn
H* cn

H . (38)

The matrix kernels are unitary and irreducible.2

In the continuum the generators of the 2D symplectic
Lie algebra sp(2, R), Js , s 5 0, 1, 2, 6 , were realized by
first- and second-order differential operators (25)–(29);
the hat (caret) of Ĵs

(m) is meant to remind us of that.
Here we find the same generators Js , but in their
where F@ w
u, v ; z# is the Gauss hypergeometric function,

which in this case is a polynomial in z of degree
min(n, n8). In Appendix A we use the linear relation
Dn,n8
k

~M! 5 S Cm,n
H , CFa b

c dG : Cm,n8
H D

L2

~33 !

5
@~d 2 a ! 2 i~b 1 c !#n@~a 2 d ! 2 i~b 1 c !#n8@~a 1 d ! 1 i~b 2 c !#22k2n2n8

@n!n8!G~2k 1 n !G~2k 1 n8!#1/2 22kG~2k 1 n 1 n8!

3 FF 2n, 2n8
1 2 2k 2 n 2 n8

;
a2 1 b2 1 c2 1 d2 1 2

a2 1 b2 1 c2 1 d2 2 2G , ~34 !
discrete realization by matrices J̄s
(k) ; they are now shift

operators on functions of the discrete row index n (so we
distinguish them with overbars) and are written as
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J̄0
~k !c~n ! 5 ~k 1 n !c~n !, (39)

J̄1
~k !c~n ! 5

1

2
m~k, n !c~n 1 1 !

1
1

2
m~k, n 2 1 !c~n 2 1 !, (40)

J̄2
~k !c~n ! 5

1

2
m~k, n !c~n 1 1 !

2
1

2i
m~k, n 2 1 !c~n 2 1 !. (41)

where

m~k, n ! 5 @~n 1 1 !~2k 1 n !#1/2. (42)

Similarly, we can find J̄6
(k) 5 J̄0

(k) 6 J̄1
(k) as in relations

(28) and (29), where we note that neither of these opera-
tors is diagonal: Their eigenfunctions will satisfy second-
order difference equations. This representation of the
Lie algebra sp(2, R) of course also satisfies the commuta-
tion relations (30), and the quadratic invariant (31) is
(1/2)(1 2 m2) 5 k(1 2 k). In particular, since J̄0

(k) is
represented here in its own eigenbasis, the fractional
Hankel transform matrix (18) is diagonal:

~H2k21
a : c!~n ! 5 eipka@C~Ha!uk : c#~n !

5 eipka (
n8PZ0

1

Dn,n8
k F cos 1

2 pa sin 1
2 pa

2sin 1
2 pa cos 1

2 pa
G

3 c~n8!

5 e2ipnac~n !. (43)

5. MEIXNER TRANSFORMS
The action of linear transformations G P Sp(2, R) on the
vector space of the Lie algebra sp(2, R) is

JxW 8 5 GJxWG21, JxW 5 x0J0 1 x1J1 1 x2J2 , (44)

where the bilinear form x(xW ) 5 x0
2 2 x1

2 2 x2
2 5 x(xW 8) is

invariant. The value of this invariant separates the 3D
space xW P R3 into disjoint orbits, which we classify into
strata: two sheets of hyperboloids, upper and lower
cones, one-sheeted hyperboloids, and the origin point.

In Fig. 2 the generic upper hyperboloid is the first stra-
tum of our interest; it is characterized by x . 0 and x0
. 0. The operators JxW that belong to it (are compact and
hence) generate SO(2) subgroups; this generic hyperbo-
loid is therefore called the (upper) elliptic stratum. Such
JxW ’s can be always transformed back to AxJ0 unitarily,
and thus all elliptic operators have discrete spectra
Ax(k 1 n), n P Z0

1 . The second stratum of interest is
called the (upper) parabolic stratum, which is character-
ized by x 5 0 and x0 . 0 as the upper cone in Fig. 2. All
operators in the parabolic stratum can be obtained uni-
tarily from the generator J1 of free flight (with helicity m)
or from the generator of Gaussian lens phases, J2 ; their
spectra are continuous: r 5 (1/2)x0r2 P R0

1 . (There is
also the hyperbolic stratum with x , 0, where J1 and J2
lie, and whose spectra in Dk

1 are R.13)
The Fourier transform (6) rotates Fig. 2 about the ver-

tical J0 axis by an angle of p, bringing J2 onto J1 and J1

onto J2 . When we compare this action with the 232
Hankel matrix representation (18) for a 5 1, 2, 3, 4, we
can see that the latter covers 2:1 the rotation of the hy-
perboloids and cones in the figure (just as the dial of a
clock covers twice the rotation of the Earth). The linear
transformations of the R3 space spanned by the JxW ’s ac-
tually form the group of 2 1 1 pseudo-orthogonal matri-
ces SO(2, 1), whose double cover is the group Sp(2, R).
[In turn, Sp(2, R) is covered twice by the metaplectic
group Mp(2, R), where k is a quarter-integer.] Two 232
matrices, 6M, map on the same 3 3 3 matrix that trans-
forms the components of xW to those of xW 8 in Eqs. (44).
(The rotation that brings J1 onto J2 is thus the square
root of the Fourier transform, which intertwines the
L2(R) expansion in repulsive oscillator wave functions
with the bilateral Mellin transform; see Ref. 11, Subsec-
tions 7.5.11–15.)

We call Meixner transforms Mz, z P R, the Sp(2, R)
scale transformations [cf. Eq. (16) for c 5 0, a 5 e2z/2]:

Mz 5 exp~izJ2! 5 CF e2z/2 0

0 ez/2G 5 ~M2z!21, (45)

which map the generator J0 to

J ~z! 5 MzJ0M2z

5 cosh zJ0 2 sinh zJ1

5
1
2 e2zJ1 1

1
2 ezJ2 . (46)

In Dk
1 the action of the Meixner transform on the canoni-

cal eigenvector set of J̄0
(k) , denoted by cn

(k,0) , n P Z0
1 , is

to map it on the eigenvector set of J̄ (z)
(k) ,

cn
~k;z! 5 Mz : cn

~k;0 ! . (47)

The manifold of Meixner transforms is the line
(x0 , x1 , x2) 5 (cosh z, 2sinh z, 0) P R3, z P R, on the up-
per hyperbolic sheet of Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Stratum surfaces of the generators JxW of Sp(2, R). Op-
erators that lie on the same surface can be mapped onto each
other by Sp(2, R) transformations. The J (z) are obtained from
J0 through boosts generated by J2 ; the heavy curve marked
z is the manifold of Meixner transforms Mz. The fractional
Hankel–Meixner transforms Ha are rotations, generated by J0 ,
around the vertical axis of the figure by pa.
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The coordinates of a vector f P l 2 in the basis
$cn

(k;z)%n50
` are f (k;z)(n8) 5 (cn8

(k;z) , f ) l 2, where the upper
indices (k; z) of f(n8) are kept for reference in case we
use more than one eigenbasis. In particular, the wave-
guide normal modes cn

(k;0) (whose coordinates in the stan-
dard J0 eigenbasis are simply dn,n8) will, in the basis (47),
have the real coordinates found in Eq. (34), namely,
8 8
where dm8,m
k (z) are the Bargmann d’s reported in Ref. 2

and we use the notation cM introduced in Ref. 7 for the
Meixner functions. For b 5 2k and g 5 tanh2(1/2)z,
these are

cn
~k;0, z!~j! 5 cn

M~j; b, g!

5 Fgn1j~1 2 g!b~b!n~b!j

n!G~j 1 1 !
G1/2

Mn~j; b, g!,

(50)

with (b)j 5 G(b 1 j)/G(b), and where

Mn~j; b, g! 5 FF2n, 2j
b ; 1 2

1

g
G

5
~b 1 j!n

~b!n
FF 2n, 2j

1 2 b 2 n 2 j ;
1

g
G

(51)

are the Meixner polynomials.19 These polynomials are
real and well defined for continuous j . 21, b . 0, and
0 , g , 1. The Meixner functions are analytic on the
plane, except for a branch cut on the negative real axis.
We can check that, as g, z → 0, cn

(k;0, z)(n8) → dn,n8 on
Z0

1 .
From the unitarity of the representation matrices fol-

lows the orthogonality and completeness of the Meixner
functions over the integers j P Z0

1 :

(
jPZ0

1

cn
M~j!cn8

M
~j! 5 dn,n8 ,

(
nPZ0

1

cn
M~j!cn

M~j8! 5 dj,j8 , (52)

where to streamline the notation we have suppressed the
common parameters b, g or (k; 0, z). The first param-
eter 2k 5 b 5 umu 1 1 is the strength m of the helicity
core in the waveguide (21). The second parameter g
5 tanh2(1/2)z P @0, 1) is a scale for the waveguide
cn
~k;0, z!~n8! 5 ~cn8

~k;z! , cn
~k;0 !! l 2

5 ~cn8
~k;0 ! , M2z : cn

~k;0 !! l 2

5 Dn8,n
k F ez/2 0

0 e2z/2G
5

~21 !nG~2k 1 n 1 n8!

@n!n8!G~2k 1 n !G~2k 1 n8!#1/2

tanhn1n8 ~1/2!z

cosh2k ~1/2!z,
FF 2n, 2n8

1 2 2k 2 n 2 n8
; coth2 1

2 z G , (48)

5 cn
M~n8; 2k, tanh2 1

2 z! 5 dk1n ,k1n
k

~z! 5 ~21 !n8cn
~k;2z, 0 !~n !, ~49 !
width, as can be seen from Eq. (46) in the realization [re-
lations (28) and (29)]. The index n P Z0

1 numbers the
waveguide eigenmodes of J0 in Dk

1 .
The limit from the discrete to the continuum is shown

in Fig. 3, where J (z) of Eq. (46) grows and approaches as-
ymptotically the cone as z → `. To have a line of vectors
with limit J2 , we can downsize the J (z)’s by a factor of
2e2z, so that, when z → `,

K ~z! 5 2e2zJ ~z! 5 J2 1 e22zJ1 → J2 . (53)

In Dk
1 the spectrum of K̂ (z)

(m) is kn
umu 5 2e2z(k 1 n), n

P Z0
1 ; with increasing z, this set of points become dense

in r 5 R0
1 , which is the spectrum of the limit Ĵ2

(m) [see
relation (29)]. Since the spectrum of Ĵ2

(m) is identified
with (1/2)r2, its covariant discretization (for any finite z)
entails identifying the discrete spectrum with the set of
discrete sensor radii (1/2)rn

2. We match them at zero and
propose

2e2zn 5
1
2 rn

2 ↔ r 5
1
2 r2. (54)

The values of the discrete radial coordinate with scale z
are thus

rn 5 2e2z/2An ↔ r, n 5
1
4 ezrn

2. (55)

Let us now examine the circles of sensors with these ra-
dii rn in the array of Fig. 1(c). Two consecutive circles
enclose annuli of equal area 4pe2z; they come closer to-
gether as do Newton rings. When the scaling parameter
z grows, the radii in the array shrink by a factor of e2z/2;
a fixed radius r will be matched by a sensor circle rn8

Fig. 3. As z grows, J (z) asymptotically approaches the direction
of J2 ; a change of scale by 2e2z is needed to make the vectors
K (z) coincide with the desired limit.
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Fig. 4. Successive refinements of the set of orthogonality points
n8 P Z0

1 (filled points on the dashed curves) of the Meixner
functions cn

(k;0, z)(n8), n8 5 (1/4)ezrn8
2 , approximate the radial

waveguide functions Cm,n
H (r) (solid curve). From bottom to top,

the radial modes n 5 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. In each plot there are suc-
cessive refinements corresponding to z 5 1, 3, 5, `. (a) m 5 0
@k 5 (1/2)#, (b) m 5 61 (k 5 1), (c) m 5 62 @k 5 (3/2)#.
numbered by ever larger n8’s. Thus in the limit z → `
the discrete optical world becomes a continuum, while the
action of linear optical systems is smoothly preserved.
Indeed, the following limit of the Meixner to the Laguerre
polynomials is known19:

lim
z→`

Mn~ezr; b, 1 2 2e2z! 5
n!

~b!n
Ln

b21~2r!, (56)

and it is valid for continuous r>0. For fixed r and for the
integer n8 5 j that grows with z as (1/4)ezr2, the limit for
the Meixner functions (50) is the Laguerre functions (23)
of the continuous waveguide16:

lim
z→`

1

A2
ez/2cn

~k;0, z!S 1

4
ezr2D 5 Cm,n

H ~r !. (57)

In Fig. 4 we plot this limit for several values of m and n.
Note that the limit (57) is equally valid if, to the argu-

ment (1/4)ezr2 of the Meixner function, we add a finite
constant c, so that instead of relation (55) we would have
the raddi rn

c 5 2e2z/2Ac 1 n, and there would be an in-
nermost circle of sensors r0

c . This obvious remark points
to the fact that the identification (55) between labels and
radii of sensor circles is not unique. A multiplicity of dis-
crete systems coalesces to the common continuous limit.
In this context we should point out that, had we used the
straightforward identification choice kn

umu ↔ r in place of
relation (54), the radii of the sensor circles would be
rk1n 5 2e2z/2Ak 1 n, falling into two families for even
and odd helicities (integer and half-integer k), and each
partial helicity wave field would be sensed only from rk
outward. This choice for the radial variable would com-
plicate our transform formulas in Section 7, but we
should acknowledge it as a possible alternative.

6. HANKEL–MEIXNER TRANSFORMS
We call fractional Hankel–Meixner transform Ha the ca-
nonical rotation SO(2) , Sp(2, R)r by an angle (1/2)pa
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around the J0 axis; on the vectors in Fig. 2 this corre-
sponds to a rotation by pa in the direction shown by the
arrows. As we saw, this operation in the eigenbasis of J2

is represented by the radial canonical integral kernel (15),
whereas, in the eigenbasis of J0 [or of any J (z) in the el-
liptic stratum], the Hankel–Meixner transform is repre-
sented by a lower-bound, infinite matrix. In the limit z
→ ` the Hankel–Meixner transform becomes the usual,
continuous fractional Hankel transform (19).

We indicate by Ha;umu,z 5 iHn,n8
a;umu,zi the fractional

Hankel–Meixner transform matrix (of power a, helicity
umu 5 2k 2 1, and scaling z), which represents Hauk

5 exp@2ipa(J̄0
(k) 2 k1)# in the eigenbasis of J̄ (z)

(k) . The
matrix elements can be found from Eqs. (24) and (43) by
use of orthonormality and completeness properties for the
bases, to express them as a bilinear Namias generating
function,20 namely,

Hn,n9
a;2 : k21,z

5 ~cn
~k;z! , Ha : cn9

~k;z!! l 2

5 (
n8PZ0

1

cn
~k;z!~n8!e2ipan8cn9

~k;z!
~n8!. (58)

This matrix is unitary: Hn,n8
2a;umu,z

5 (Hn8,n
a;umu,z)* . As in

Section 5, henceforth we should use n8 5 (1/4)ezrn8
2 when

referring to the radial coordinate on the screen for each
helicity wave field. The bilinear generating function (58)
can be evaluated easily by use of the representation prop-
erty
e2ipkaHn,n8
a;umu,z

5 ( cn
~k;z! , exp~ipaJ0 : cn8

~k;z!!)l 2

5 S CF e2z/2 0

0 ez/2G : cn
~k;0 ! , CF cos 1

2 pa 2sin 1
2 pa

sin 1
2 pa cos 1

2 pa
GCF e2z/2 0

0 ez/2G : cn
~k;0 !D

l2

5 S cn
~k;0 ! , CF ez/2 0

0 e2z/2GF cos 1
2 pa 2sin 1

2 pa

sin 1
2 pa cos 1

2 pa
G F e2z/2 0

0 ez/2G : cn8
~k;0 !D

l 2

5 Dn,n8
k F cos 1

2 pa 2ez sin 1
2 pa

e2z sin 1
2 pa cos 1

2 pa
G . ~59 !
The full expression is given in Appendix A, Eq. (A2), for
u 5 (1/2)pa.

The fractional (a; umu, z) –Hankel–Meixner transform
of a given half-infinite data set f(n8), n8 P Z0

1 , f P l 2,
measured at the radii rn8 5 2e2z/2An8, is

~Hauk : f !~n !~z! 5 (
n8PZ0

1

Hn,n8
a;umu,zf~n8!. (60)

The representing Hankel–Meixner matrices form a cyclic
group in a:

(
n8PZ0

1

H
n,n8

a1 ;umu,z
H

n8,n9

a2 ;umu,z
5 H

n,n9

a11a2 ;umu,z
. (61)

The fractional Hankel transforms count this cycle in a
modulo 2; the phase in definition (59) guarantees that
Hn,n8
0;umu,z

5 dn,n8 5 Hn,n8
2;umu,z . When the parameter z is zero

the eigenbasis is that of J0 , where Eq. (35) holds, namely,
Hn,n8

a;umu,0
5 e2ipnadn,n8 . Finally, in the limit z → `, we

find from Eq. (57) that the Hankel–Meixner matrix (59)
converges to the Hankel transform kernel (19):

lim
z→`

Hn,n8
a;umu,z

5 Hm
a ~r, r8! 5 eipkaCHa

~m !
~r, r8!,

n ' 1
4 ezr2, n8 ' 1

4 ezr82. (62)

7. DISCRETIZATION OF THE POLAR
SCREEN
We return to the original problem of placing sensor points
in concentric circles on the screen. In Section 2 the 2D
continuous Fourier transform (6) was rewritten in Eq. (8)
as a sum of Hankel transforms (Hm : cm

H)(r), m P Z, in
the radial coordinate r P R0

1 and was multiplied by
phases eimu in the angular coordinate u P S1. To dis-
cretize the radial coordinate we straightforwardly replace
the radial Hankel transforms with the discrete Hankel–
Meixner transforms in Dk

1 , (Hauk : c̄m
H)(n8)(z) of the same

power (a 5 1) and a fixed scale parameter z. In the sub-
group reduction (2), the representations 6m of SO(2)u

and k of Sp(2, R)r essentially determine each other
through Eqs. (32) and are said to be conjugate within the
metaplectic representation of Sp(4, R).

The expression that takes the place of Eqs. (8)–(10) in
the case of Fourier decomposition F of the wave field
c(n, u) (on the nth concentric circle and of continuous
angle u P S1) will be denoted by F̄ (because it acts on one
discrete and one continuous argument), and it is

c~n, u! 5 ~F̄ : cH!~n, u!

5 (
mPZ

eimu

A2p
~2i !m (

n8PZ0
1

Hn,n8
1;umu,zcm

H~n8!. (63)

But now assume that on each circle n we can measure
only the wave field at a discrete, equidistant set of N sen-
sors labeled by integer l modulo N (l P ZN), at angles

un P $un,0 , un,1 ,..., un,N21%, un,l 5 un,0 1 2pl /N,
(64)
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where the number of sensors N 5 N(n) can vary with the
chosen circle as well as with the starting angle un,0 . In
Fig. 1(c) we show the array of sensors on the screen cor-
responding to N 5 7, un,0 5 2psn, with step s 5 0.1. To
invert Eq. (63), we can sum only over the values of
c(n, l ) 5 c(n, u l ) at the sensor points through the finite
Fourier transform, so we have a finite sum over l ’s given
by

exp~2imun,0!

N~n !
(

l PZN

exp~22piml /N !c~n, l !

5
~2i !m

A2p
(

n8PZ0
1

Hn,n8
1;umu,zcm

H~n8!. (65)

The left-hand side of this equation (L) obeys the periodic-
ity condition L(n, m 1 N) 5 exp(2iNun,0)L(n, m); we
may thus replace the infinite sum over m P Z in Eq. (63)
with a correspondingly finite sum over m P ZN . This
implies that, at a given circle n, the number of helicity
components that we measure will not be greater than that
of the N sensors on that circle. The restriction is benign,
since it is well known that (in the usual norm of wave-
field energy) truncation in an orthogonal basis yields the
minimum-energy continuous solution that matches the
values of the true wave field at the sensor points.21

The fundamental range of m P ZN , Z must be speci-
fied because it determines a finite range for the Barg-
mann index k of the Hankel–Meixner transforms. For
odd N we take 2(1/2)(N 2 1) < m < (1/2)(N 2 1),
while for even N we may take either 2(1/2)N 1 1 < m
< (1/2)N or the reflected range. It seems convenient to
consider the simpler case of odd N(n), because then one
can pair conjugate phases in u with real trigonometric
functions. The Fourier synthesis and analysis of a wave
field on discrete radial and discrete angular coordinates
(indicated by a double overbar) are thus, respectively,

c~n, l ! 5 ~F% : cH!~n, u l !

5
1

A2p
(

mPZN~n !

~2i !m exp~imun, l !

3 (
n8PZ0

1

Hn,n8
1;umu,zcm

H~n8!, (66)

cm
H~n8! 5 ~F% 21 : c!m~n8!,

5 A2pim (
nPZ0

1

1

N~n !
~Hn, n8

1;umu, z
!*

3 (
l PZN~n !

exp~2imun, l !c~n, l !, (67)

for every value of the scaling parameter z. We have
taken care to indicate the circle (n or n8) to which N and
un,l belong. In particular, the point n 5 0 at the center
of the array should be single sensor N(0) 5 1, and, since
Z1 5 $0%, both l and m can only be zero. The synthesis
of the wave field (66) at the center of the waveguide and
the analysis of the zero-helicity component (67) are, re-
spectively,

cn~0, 0 ! 5
1

A2p
(

n8PZ0
1

Hn,n8
1;0,zc0

H~n8!,

c0
H~n8! 5 A2p (

nPZ0
1

1
N~n !

~Hn, n8
1;0, z

!* (
l PZN~n !

c~n, l !.

(68)

8. SPIRALING COHERENT STATES
The evolution of discrete wave fields c(n, l ) along a
waveguide of length a, in units where a 5 4 is one oscil-
lation length, is due to the action of the canonical trans-
form operator C(Ha) 5 exp(2ipaJ0). This rotates the op-
tical phase-space planes (qx , px) and (qy , py) jointly by
(1/2)pa, while the R3 space of Fig. 2 is rotated by double
the angle, pa. Now, in accordance with Eq. (59), during
evolution along the waveguide, each helicity summand of
Eq. (66) is multiplied by the phase factor exp(2ipka), k
5 (1/2)(umu 1 1), times the corresponding Hankel–
Meixner transform of power a. In the same equation the
angular dependence on un,l is contained in the factor
exp@(2piml /N(n)#. For m 5 6umu and for every circle
n, the two phases multiply, and their angular dependence
results in the phase exp@2i(1/2)pa#exp$(2pim/N)@l
7 (1/4)Na#%—as if the field value at l had been rotated
continuously to l 7 (1/4)Na.

The SO(2)u rotation of the discrete angular coordinate
l , as the screen advances along the waveguide, is clock-
wise for all m . 0 helicity components and counterclock-
wise for m , 0 and is ignorable for axis-symmetric wave
fields m 5 0. Since the angular dependence of each
helicity-m wave field (at every circle n) is ;exp(imun,l ),
each partial wave field completes m turns in the common
period a 5 4. This is important because it implies that
the Perelomov-type22 and the Barut–Girardello-type,23

radial coherent states of each helicity pair 6m will have
an angular dependence of the general form ;cos(mun,l
1 f), with 2umu extrema around the circle. This will
move coherently in both the radial and the angular coor-
dinates, drawing out a 2umu-fold helix along the wave-
guide axis, packed around the classical elliptic-cylinder
trajectories. In Ref. 7 we built the two types of coherent
states for the Meixner radial oscillator, which are neces-
sary for the further characterization of coherence phe-
nomena in discrete polar coordinates.

In a separate study we must analyze the numerical
faithfulness with which single-helicity coherent motion is
rendered on discrete screens of sensors, as was done for
the Kravchuk oscillator (planar waveguide) in Ref. 24,
and also the case in which several helicities combine to
form one angular wave packet. Nevertheless, we must
emphasize here that, in different discretization schemes,
a smooth angular motion cannot be obtained if at some
step one replaces ]2/]u2, in the angular part of an evolu-
tion equation, with the second-difference operator in u l ,
because such a system will not have a common fundamen-
tal period.
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9. LINEAR CANONICAL
TRANSFORMATIONS
The process of discretization of the 2D fractional Fourier
transform that we detailed above can be generalized from
waveguide motion to all axis-symmetric linear optical
transformations M P Sp(2, R) in a covariant way. The
canonical transform kernel [Eqs. (12)–(15)] corresponds
to the matrix kernel in the discrete J0 basis of z 5 0,
which is given in Eqs. (34)–(36).

With the same change of basis as in Section 6, we can
find the action of the optical system on discrete sensor ar-
rays with different scale parameters z. A linear optical
system M acts on discrete wave fields c(n, l ), sensed on
arrays such as Fig. 1(c) and with sensors numbered by
(n, un, l ) as detailed in Section 7, through

~C~M!uk: c!~n, l !~z! 5
1

AN~n !
(

mPZN~n !

exp~imun, l !

3 (
n8PZ0

1

Cn,n8
~k;z!

~M!c~n8, m !,

(69)

where, as usual, k 5 (1/2)(umu 1 1). The transform ker-
nel is a matrix whose elements are

Cn,n8
~k;z!Fa b

c dG 5 S cn
~k;z! , CFa b

c dG : cn8
~k;z!D

5 S cn
~k;0 ! , CF ez/2 0

0 e2z/2GFa b

c dG
3 F e2z/2 0

0 ez/2G : cn8
~k;0 !D

5 Dn,n8
k F a ezb

e2zc d G . (70)

This generalizes Eqs. (58) and (59) for M 5 H1 and
c(n8, m) 5 cm

H(n8). In this way linear axis-symmetric
optical systems [elements of Sp(2, R)r] map unitarily
square-summable functions c(n, l ) [on discrete circles n
of radii rn 5 2e2zAn and discrete angles un,l 5 un,0
1 2pl /N(n)] to other such functions, on the same array
of points.

10. CONSIDERATIONS ON DISCRETE
PHASE SPACE
It may seem inconvenient that, as n grows, the radii rn
come closer together. The reason that a covariant dis-
cretization forces us to an infinite sequence of ever-closer
circles of sensors is that the linear spectrum of a K (z) [re-
lation (53)] is identified as (1/2)rn

2, which is the physical
interpretation of the spectrum of J2 . This spacing en-
sures that the action of Gaussian lenses, which multiply
the wave field by a quadratic phase exp(ig rn8

2 ), is faithful.
A polar array of points can look homogeneous from a

distance, or it can exhibit a radial density determined by
the number of points N(n) on each circle. To estimate
this quantity, consider a surface element on the plane,
dqxdqy 5 rdrdu 5 (1/2)dr2du. Since our array has radii
(1/2)rn
2 5 2e2zn, the discrete surface element is

2e2zDnDu l , with Dn 5 1 and Du l 5 2p/N(n); it is thus
4pe2z/N(n). When N(n) is a constant (i.e., when the ar-
ray has the same number of sensors on each circle) the fi-
nite element is constant over the screen. This is the case
in Fig. 1(c).

The points of the 2D sensor array (n, l ) are the posi-
tion coordinates for the phase space of this discrete axis-
symmetric optical model. Through the Fourier transfor-
mation (69) we have found the canonically conjugate
momentum coordinates as points (n8, m) arranged in the
same fashion. If we follow the construction of phase
space for finite quantum mechanics that was set forth by
Wootters25 or that for the cyclic case, used by Hakioǧlu in
Ref. 26, where both position and momentum are discrete
points (on a straight segment or on a circle, respectively),
we are led to a phase space that is the direct product of
the sensor pattern of Fig. 1(c) with itself. The geometric
rays, corresponding to the phase-space points, are
straight lines through the array, pointing in (paraxial) di-
rections given by an array of the same kind; in a semiclas-
sical interpretation the wave-field value at one sensor will
be the sum over all ray directions.

To represent a beam on this discrete phase space one
would have to propose an appropriate 4D discrete Wigner
function,25,26 of which the square wave field would be one
of several possible marginal distributions (projections).27

Using it, one should expect to see with clarity the geomet-
ric action of linear optical systems, in particular, the frac-
tional Fourier transform. We have not found such a dis-
crete Wigner function. What we have up to this point are
faithful maps among functions of the sampled values of
the wave field, where canonicity may be subsumed by the
unitarity properties of the representation of Sp(2, R).

We want to set forth another interpretation of phase
space, following the geometric analysis of ray trajectories
in 3D waveguides that was developed in Ref. 28 and of 2D
(planar) finite waveguide systems of N sensors that was
given in Ref. 29. In the latter study we proposed the defi-
nition of a (meta-) phase space xW P R3, based on the spin
group SU(2), of classical coordinates of position, momen-
tum, and oscillator mode. There is a Wigner operator
W(xW ), which is essentially the covariant Fourier trans-
form of the group action (and an element of the group
ring; see Refs. 29 and 30). Signals in the planar wave-
guide are vectors c P RN, whose coordinates (sensor val-
ues) in Dirac’s notation are c(n) 5 ^nu c&, where $un&%n50

N21

is a suitable, complete orthonormal basis. In that con-
text the interplay of two signals f, c can be depicted on
R3 by their matrix element of the Wigner operator,

W~ f, c; xW ! 5 ^ f uW~xW !u c&, (71)

which is the covariant Wigner function in SU(2). When
f 5 c this results in plots whose density is found to be
closely concentrated around the surface of a sphere of ra-
dius uxW u ' (1/2)N. (From this Wigner function on R3 fol-
lows the Wigner function for spin systems on the sphere,
which was developed by Agarwal31 and by Várilly and
Gracia-Bondı́a31; the relation has been established in Ref.
32.)

In the present case the group is that of linear optical
systems, Sp(2, R), generated by the operators of squared
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position J2 , squared momentum J1 , and scaling J2 .
We have credible indications that one can set up in R3 an
Sp(2, R)-covariant Wigner function30 in terms of the cor-
responding classical coordinates x2 5 q2, x1 5 p2, and
x2 5 q • p, where the partial wave fields of each helicity
m will be represented by density plots, concentrated
around the surface of the hyperboloid q2p2 2 (q • p)2

5 (q 3 p)2 ' (1/2)m2 and determined by their Petzval–
Casimir operator (31). Beams containing all helicities
will be represented on the interior of the upper cone in
Fig. 2. This Wigner function, being invariant under ro-
tations around the physical waveguide axis, will thus re-
flect the rotation-independent features of the wave fields;
it will be covariant with the action of linear axis-
symmetric optical systems, which act linearly on the R3

coordinates of meta-phase-space, preserving the hyper-
bolic metric.

In contradistinction to SU(2), however, Sp(2, R) is en-
dowed with three distinct subgroups; here we used the
countable eigenbasis of K (z) [relation (53)], and the con-
tinuous (generalized) eigenbasis of J2 , in all Dk

1 (Barg-
mann’s discrete) representations. In Dirac’s very suc-
cinct notation let us indicate the bases by $un& (z)%nPZ0

1 and
$ur&%rPR0

1, respectively. [We recall that the overlap
^run& (0) for K (0) 5 J0 is the Laguerre function (23); for the
general-z case, we can rescale r with Eq. (16) or with the
Meixner transform (47).] One signal c in the helicity-m
wave field is given in the countable bases by the discrete
coordinates c(n) 5 (z)^nu c& or, equivalently, by its con-
tinuous coordinates c(r) 5 ^ru c&. But note that the
Wigner function defined in Eq. (71) is independent of the
basis. Introducing the resolution of the identity (in any
Dirac-complete basis) on both sides of the operator in that
definition, we can express the Sp(2, R)-covariant Wigner
function as

W~ f, c; xW ! 5 (
nPZ0

1
(

n8PZ0
1

@ ~z!^nu f&#*

3 ~z!^nuW~xW !un8&~z! ~z!^n8, c&, (72)

5 E
R0

1
drE

R0
1
dr8~^ru f&!* ^ruW~xW !ur8&^r8c&.

(73)

Therefore, under covariant discretization, the covariant
Wigner function of the discretized wave field will be the
same for all z as well as for their continuum limit. The
analytic form of the Sp(2, R)-covariant Wigner function is
not yet available, but its compatibility with this discreti-
zation of signals is clear. Finally, the classical limit k
→ ` of this function should yield ray trajectories such as
those sketched in Ref. 28.

11. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have applied classical results of the
group of 2 3 2 matrices to build a model of discrete opti-
cal systems with axial symmetry and with the proper con-
tinuum limit. We provided orthonormal bases of func-
tions on polar arrays of sensors on which the
representation of Sp(2, R)r is defined, faithful, and uni-
tary. This group contains, in particular, the fractional
Hankel–Meixner transform cycle of a waveguide and its
limit, the canonical fractional Hankel transform. Dis-
crete cylindrical waveguides possess coherent states.

Appearances notwithstanding, the group of 2 3 2 ma-
trices has a very rich structure. Here we have used its
Dk

1 representations by matrices in eigenbases of operators
that are only in the upper cone of Fig. 2. In the comple-
mentary hyperbolic stratum of one-sheeted hyperboloids
lies the scaling operator J2 , for example, whose eigen-
functions $r2(1/2)1il%lPR form the Mellin transform
kernel.13 Furthermore, the Dk

1 representations of 2
3 2 matrices can be extended to a complex semigroup
that includes Gaussian diffusion (as in heat),12 which
models linear systems with loss. Moreover, besides the
Bargmann Dk

1 discrete representations for right-moving
wave fields, one has also the upper-bound Dk

2 representa-
tion series, associated with the lower cone of Fig. 2, where
the spectrum of J0 is inverted and which evidently ap-
plies to left-moving fields. Nonlinearities, too, have been
handled for SU(2)-optical systems, in Ref. 33 for a
quantum-optical Kerr medium. In our model of axis-
symmetric linear systems the interesting nonlinearities
will be those derived from graded-index waveguides,
where a radial profile v@(1/2)r2# entails terms in J2 , J2

2 ,
etc. Higher-order terms require the enveloping algebra
of Sp(2, R),28 which generates all axis-symmetric aberra-
tions.

Beyond this, Sp(2, R) also has two continuous repre-
sentation series denoted by Ck

e in Bargmann’s notation,
where k 5 (1/2) 1 il, l P R, and e 5 0 or (1/2), and the
exceptional series in the special interval 0 , k , 1.2

The continuous series was used long ago by Toller34 and
by Boyce34 for partial wave analysis of quantum scatter-
ing amplitudes for Regge poles in the complex-k plane.
In these representations the spectrum of J0 is discrete
but not lower bound, and Bessel functions of the third
kind appear in the transform kernels.18 In Ref. 13 all
Sp(2, R) representation series are written for all eigenba-
sis pairs, in terms of Gauss and confluent hypergeometric
functions. Which of these apply to other interesting op-
tical models should be explored elsewhere.

APPENDIX A: Dk
1-MATRIX ELEMENTS

The Dk
1 unitary irreducible representation matrix ele-

ments Dn,n8
k (M) given in Eq. (34) were written by Basu

and Wolf,13 for simplicity, in terms of a single hypergeo-
metric function of the matrix parameters:

z 5
a2 1 b2 1 c2 1 d2 1 2

a2 1 b2 1 c2 1 d2 2 2

5
@~a 1 d ! 1 i~b 2 c !#@~a 1 d ! 2 i~b 2 c !#

@~a 2 d ! 1 i~b 1 c !#@~a 2 d ! 2 i~b 1 c !#
.

The expression has the disadvantage, though, that the
SO(2) subgroup (35), including the group origin, is
mapped to the point at infinity, because for these ele-
ments a2 1 b2 1 c2 1 d2 5 2. We can cast Eq. (34) into
a form in which the hypergeometric series is developed
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around zero, but at the cost of having two slightly differ-
ent expressions for n > n8 and n < n8.

From the linear transformation formula for hypergeo-
metric series (Ref. 35, Eq. 15.3.7), and within the index
ranges with which we work, we invert z by

FF 2n, 2n8
1 2 2k 2 n 2 n8

; z G 5
~2n8!n~2z !n

~1 2 2k 2 n8 2 n !n

3 FF2n, 2k 1 n8
1 2 n 1 n8

;
1

z G
1 $n ↔ n8%,

where the second summand is the same as the first, only
with n and n8 interchanged. We can verify that, for n
< n8 P Z0

1 , (2n8)n is equal to (21)nn8!/(n8 2 n)! and
vanishes when n . n8. Therefore the second summand
is zero when n , n8, and the first summand is zero when
n . n8. We thus write, for n < n8,

Dn,n8
k Fa b

c dG
5

22k

~n8 2 n !! Fn8!
n!

G~2k 1 n8!

G~2k 1 n ! G1/2

3
@~a 1 d ! 2 i~b 2 c !#n@~a 2 d ! 2 i~b 1 c !#n82n

@~a 1 d ! 1 i~b 2 c !#2k1n8

3 FF2n, 2k 1 n8
1 2 n 1 n8

;

@~a 2 d ! 1 i~b 1 c !#@~a 2 d ! 2 i~b 1 c !#

@~a 1 d ! 1 i~b 2 c !#@~a 1 d ! 2 i~b 2 c !#G , (A1)

and we write the same equation, with $n ↔ n8%, when n
> n8. For the subgroup SO(2), we have a 2 d 5 0
5 b 1 c; one of the factors of Eq. (A1) thus vanishes un-
less n 5 n8; hence the matrix is diagonal, while the hy-
pergeometric function is F@ w

u, v ; 0# 5 1.
This yields Eq. (35) and serves to give a concrete for-

mula for the boosted SO(2) in Eq. (59), namely,

Dn,n8
k F cos u 2ez sin u

e2z sin u cos u
G in82n

~n8 2 n !! Fn8!

n!

G~2k 1 n8!

G~2k 1 n !
G1/2

5
~cos u 1 i sin u cosh z!n~sin u sinh z!n82n

~cos u 2 i sin u cosh z!2k1n8

3 FF2n, 2k 1 n8
1 2 n 1 n8

;
sin2 u sinh2 z

cos2 u 1 sin2 u cosh2 z
G , (A2)

for n < n8, while in the opposite case we interchange n
and n8.
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